Chair’s Report

Port plays a major role in the community
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Same scene, one hour later, at the Nanaimo Assemby Wharf shows how quickly environmental conditions can change.

Marine warning systems explained

Nanaimo was covered in a blanket of thick fog on Nov. 19. Typical of a port
city that brought a symphony of navigation signals – fog horns. These “sounding signals” are vital to mariners.
The Port of Nanaimo received numerous phone calls from residents annoyed
with the constant chatter surrounding them. That presents us with a great
opportunity to explain this mariner activity for harbour neighbors.
Each Ship’s Master is fully responsible for the safety of the vessel at all times
and may elect to use all approved sound signals (governed by the Collision
Regulations of the Canada Shipping Act, 2001) to prevent the risk of collisions.
If you go by sound alone the first two prolonged blasts would signal a deepsea vessel in-bound to the Assembly Wharf C, plus the first out-bound sailing
of the Duke Point - Tsawwassen ferry. As the deep-sea vessels approach the
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deep-sea anchorage area the vessels at anchor sound, which, in essence means
a vessel at anchor may, in addition to ringing its bells, sound three blasts in succession – one short, one prolonged (four to six seconds) and one short blast,
to warn of position and of the possibility of collision to an approaching vessel.
The Departure Bay - Horseshoe Bay ferry departed Departure Bay shortly
after 6 a.m. sounding one prolonged blast and other deep-sea vessels replied.
Deep-sea vessels are requested to limit the use of the ship’s whistle while
in Port, except as required by the Collision Regulations or by an Emergency.
So, when you hear a series of fog horns it is the sound of rules for ships
talking to each other, indicating their position to assist safe movement within
the harbour. It is the sound of harbour activity, and except for a few concerned
neighbors, the sound of music to a port city’s ears.
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